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ASE - The TAZMANIAN 
Available with an 11 HP (or 13 HP) Honda Engine, belts that are changed
in minutes and a sealed breather system it is easy to see why the true 
roo�ng professional prefers the TAZMANIAN ROOF CUTTER.

Cutting depth is controlled easily through the 
depth control lever located at the operators' 
right side. With a heavy duty sealed bearing in 
place the lever is easy to control and the tight 
threads located at the front near the wheel 
allow a wide range of cutting depths. WIth the 
blade on the opposite side from the depth 
control threads, dirt buildup is reduced and 
because the threads are closed at one end, 
shaft bending is prevented.

The long cutting shaft on the Tazmanian Roof 
Cutter is designed for stability and durability. 
With the support of dual �ange bearings over 
a long shaft length the vibration is reduced. 

This reduction in shaft vibration is key to 
increasing the life of both the cutting blade 

and belts. With the blade away from the belts 
less debris gets into the belt area of the 

machine, reducing belt wear.

The sealed breather cover is also a time and 
money saving innovation. This cover is bolted 

and sealed directly to the side of the engine, 
preventing most particles from entering the 

machine at engine level. Cleaner air from the 
top of the machine is drawn in through the 
breather hose, reducing the amount of dirt 

buildup on the starter fan. This increases 
engine life. With the reduction in airborne 

debris entering the engine, less buildup 
occurs in the cooling system, increasing 

engine life.

With the belts contained behind a 
hinged cover belt changes are quick 
and painless. Simply open the  over, 
lower the idler and change the belts. 
There are no bearings to remove or 
pulleys to adjust. Belt changes can be 
accomplished in just minutes 
compared to almost an hour on other 
roof cutting machines. The spring 
controlled idler also acts to maintain 
tension, increasing belt life. ALL 
SEASONS EQUIPMENT uses twin 'B' 
style belts on all roof cutters. 'B' style 
belts are wider and more durable that 
'A' belts for tough roo�ng conditions.
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